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Last class

Merchants developed forward contracts to solve trade frictions
Forward contracts had their own shortcomings (in particular default risk)
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Institutional Background:
Exchanges, Products, and Market Participants

(Cont.)
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1.2 Exchanges and Products before
(Cont.)
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Forward contract

I A forward contract is a private agreement between a buyer and seller for
the future delivery, at some date, of certain quantity of an asset at an agreed
price

I Example of bilateral trade

I Note that forward contracting arises naturally in many trade settings
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A forward contract (cute example)

Counterparties: Emma (Buyer) and Breeder (Seller)
Asset: One poodle puppy (da Vinci)

Delivery and Payment Time: 4 weeks
Location: Breeder’s place

Price fixed: USD 700 (!!!)
Number of (open) contracts: 1
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Emma says: This is not what we agreed upon

I Issues: Counterparty risk

I 4 weeks later, Emma shows up at Breeder’s place...

I Full breakdown: da Vinci is not delivered
I Partial breakdown: da Vinci is not a poodle puppy, but a kitten
I Partial breakdown: Breeder says da Vinci is now USD 800
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Breeder says: This is not what we agreed upon

I Issues: Counterparty risk

I 4 weeks later, on the delivery day...

I Full breakdown: Emma says she does not want da Vinci anymore
I Partial breakdown: Emma wants da Vinci, but does not want to pay

USD 700
I Partial breakdown: Emma says she was tricked by the fake poodle

photo from previous slide
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How to solve the counterparty risk problem?

(This is actually a very well understood and studied economic problem (optimal
contract theory with recent Econ Nobel Prizes (Hart and Holmström))

I Note that upon delivery, the previous issues are actually with respect to the
contract terms

I Price
I Asset (quality, type, quantity)
I What else?
I Recall: A forward contract is a private agreement between a buyer and

seller for the future delivery, at some date, of certain quantity of an asset
at an agreed price
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Some vocabulary

1. Long: The individual who is buying is said to have a long position, and has
the obligation to pay and take delivery of the asset in the future

2. Short: The individual who is selling is said to have a short position, and
has an obligation to deliver the cash commodity in the future
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Another forward contract example

Counterparties: Ethanol plant (Buyer) and Producer (Seller)
Asset or Commodity: 2,500 bushels of corn

Delivery and Payment Time: 2 months
Location: At the plant

Price fixed: USD 3.50 bushel
Buyer: Long position
Seller: Short position

Number of (open) contracts: One
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The Contract
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Speculation: Preview (Tom Hieronymus’ book)

Chicago merchants were reluctant to bid vigorously for deferred delivery. They
tended to keep the forward bids below prices that they thought would prevail at
the time of delivery because of the danger of a price decline. There were other,
more venturesome people who would bid up to or above current prices. Many of
these were not connected with the grain trade; they were merchants in
other lines, land speculators, lawyers, physicians, and the like. With a mental
picture of Chicago in the 1850’s in mind, we can readily visualize the scene.
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A country merchant rides into town in January... On offering 20,000 bushels for
June delivery at the current price he hears... ‘I know nothing of corn, being a
builder of houses myself, but it occurs to me that the price of corn will be quite as
high in June as it is now... I will bid five cents below today’s price. That will
take you off of the hook and out of your cups and leave room for a bit of a profit
for me.’ ‘Done,’ replies the country merchant and they sign a contract. Some
weeks later the builder of houses, who has now become interested in these matters,
notes that the price of corn for June delivery is five cents above the price that
he has paid. He figures that $1000 in his pocket is better than 20,000 bushels of
corn in his lap in June so he peddles his contract to the nearest terminal merchant
and wonders why he had not discovered this easy road to riches sooner.
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Futures contract (Intro)

Think of a futures contract as an institutionalized forward contract

I A futures contract is a legally binding agreement between a buyer and seller
to exchange an asset in the future at a particular price, quantity, quality,
location, and time

I It is essentially a deferred delivery contract (forward contract)
I But now seller and buyer do not specify contract terms anymore
I Exchange specifies quantity, quality, location, and time
I Buyer and seller agree on price and make equal and offsetting

commitments
I These commitments are legally binding, but can be easily liquidated

See handout futures vs forwards
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Forward vs Futures in a slide

Forward:

I Trader A agrees to buy 100 ounces of gold from trader B at a future time for
$1,250 per ounce

I Trader A has a contract to buy 100 ounces from trader B at $1,250 per ounce

I Trader B has a “copy” of the same contract

Futures:

I Trader A agrees to buy 100 ounces of gold from trader B at a future time for
$1,250 per ounce

I Trader A has a contract to buy 100 ounces of gold from the clearing house
(exchange) at $1,250 per ounce

I Trader B has a contract to sell 100 ounces of gold to the clearing house
(exchange) for $1,250 per ounce
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What happened to default risk?

I What happened?

I Who now faces the risk?

I Does trader A care who trader B is?

I How does the clearing house ensure the traders will live up to their
obligations?
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Exchanges

I Exchanges were formed to provide the institutional setting (rules) for trading

I Marketplace
I Establish trading rules and standards of business conduct
I Supervise and enforce those rules and standards
I Settle disputes and guarantee contract settlements
I Collect and disseminate market information to the public
I Create new contracts/products

I Futures exchanges do not

I Trade
I Set prices

An exchange is not a social planner. An exchange is a marketplace that offers
several products (like futures contracts) for others to trade. Exchanges design
these products, how trading occurs, and guarantees trading functions well
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Exchanges (2)

I Memberships/Seats
[https://www.cmegroup.com/company/membership/membership-and-lease-
pricing.html]

I You need to buy a membership/seat to trade
I Non-members trade through a member (broker)
I Memberships/seats can be bought, sold, or leased

IMM: International Monetary Market; IOM: Index and Option Market; GEM: Growth and Emerging
Markets
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Exchanges (3)

I Most exchanges are for-profit organizations

I How does a futures exchange make money?

CME Group Revenues ($ millions), 2016
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The Clearinghouse

I Clearinghouse

I Can be a separate corporation or a division of the exchange
I Guarantees that all of the traders in the futures market will honor their

obligations
I Takes no active position in the market but interposes itself between all

parties to every transaction

- the buyer of each short and the seller of each long
- no net position

I A clearing house is just an intermediary in futures transactions

I Benefits of having a clearinghouse

I “Trader A does not need to know who trader B is”
I Clearinghouse faces default risk
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The Clearinghouse

I Clearing members

I Highly capitalized and closely monitored corporations, financial
institutions, and brokerages

I Requirement: deposit large sum of money into guarantee fund (i.e. be
rich, really rich)

I You can see how rich here: [link]

I A list of clearing firms from CME Group [link]

I Non-clearing members must clear their transaction through a clearing
member and pay a clearing fee

https://www.cmegroup.com/company/membership/files/summary-cme-group-clearing-membership-requirements.pdf
http://www.cmegroup.com/clearing/financial-and-regulatory-surveillance/clearing-firms.html?redirect=/tools-information/clearing-firms.html#clearingFirms

